
When someone loses something important to them, 

they try to get it back.  Lost posters are a common 

way to publicize that something is missing.  In the 

same way, when something is found, a notice is 

made in the assumption that the owner must be 

searching for it.  These posters are a universal 

acknowledgement of  these items as irreplaceable. 



A local exhibition to present history in an engaging and meaningful format.

By Kristin Rourke and Rachel Johansen



Educate the public on the Architectural History of  Houston and encourage the 

viewers to see local architecture as a personal and communal valuable.

Make the viewer aware of  what they, themselves, value in their physical 

environment as well as what other people value. 

Start the discussion. 

vision

team

Creator and Creative Director, Kristin Rourke, proudly calls Houston home. Graduating this 

spring with a degree in Architectural History and a minor in Exhibition Design, her goal is 

to become a museum curator. Her passion is in educating the public on Architectural 

History to increase awareness and action in preservation and renovation.

Project Manager, Rachel Johansen, was born and raised in Houston. Armed with a BFA in 

Interior Design, she works for a local architectural firm and hopes to change the way people 

experience space and to increase the power of  community in today’s urban environment.

Connected through the hometown of  Houston, education from Savannah College of  Art 

and Design, and passion for architecture, Kristin and Rachel are working together to make 

this exhibition a reality.



Houston:  Lost and Found consists of  vertically mounted templates inspired by typical lost 

and found posters and blocks that sit separately which fit into the poster templates.  Each 

block has an image and identifying information of  a demolished building on one side and 

the renovation or replacement on the other side.  Visitors learn about the architecture and 

history then place blocks into either a lost or found poster template based on what they 

value.  It is all about whether the visitor believes the structures are lost or found and then 

seeing how others react to the decisions and express their own by moving blocks around.

exhibit



venue

The central branch of  the Houston Public Library will be the venue for Houston: 

Lost & Found.  It is accessible and a meeting place for all demographics.  This 

central location attracts incidental visitors who happen upon the exhibit as well as 

purposeful visitors coming specifically for the exhibit.

schedule

The research and preparation has begun; all of  it mounting to the exhibit’s opening in 

September 2010.  Houston: Lost & Found will run at the library for six weeks.

collection

The collection consists of  the before and after images and information for 

20 – 25 Houston buildings.  The photographs come from public sources 

or are photographed specifically for this exhibition.



what you can do

Donate time: many hands make light work

Donate money: we are working strictly on donations

Donate supplies: offsets some of  our costs

Donate talent: construction, photography and graphic design to name a few

Donate services: printing, for instance, will be our largest expense

what you can get

Donations of  any kind and size are appreciated and will be acknowledged.

Some ways you could benefit:

sponsorship of  a block

recognition in print material

recognition in the corresponding book to follow the exhibition

The greatest benefit? 

The knowledge that supporting this project will further promote proper 

preservation and rehabilitation within the city of  Houston, motivating individuals to 

think about the urban fabric in a new way.



Contact Rachel Johansen

713.471.7724

Rjohan20@alumni.scad.edu 


